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ABSTRACT Complexity is one of the factors, inducing high cost, operational issues, and increased lead time
for product realization and continues to pose challenges to manufacturing systems. One solution to reduce
the negative impacts of complexity is its assessment, which can help designers to compare and rationalize
various designs that meet the functional requirements. In this paper, a systemic approach is proposed to
assess complexity of a product’s assembly. The approach is based on Hückel’s molecular orbital theory
and defines complexity as a combination of both the complexity of product entities and their topological
connections. In this model, the complexity of product entities (i.e., components and liaisons) is defined as
the degree to which the entity comprises structural characteristics that lead to challenges during handling or
fitting operations. The characterization of entity complexities is carried out based on the widely used DFA
principles. Moreover, the proposed approach is tested on two case studies from electronics industry for its
validity. The results showed that the approach can be used at initial design stages to improve both the quality
and assemblability of products by reducing their complexity and accompanying risks.
INDEX TERMS Product design, assembly, design optimisation, complexity analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Assembly processes significantly affect products’ final quality and cost [33]. According to Choi et al. [11], assembly
related activities credit for more than 50% of the total production time and 20%-40% of the total production cost. These
findings show that assembly processes form a significant
proportion of the production cost and time, which implies
that any improvement in assembly has direct implications on
the turnover [23]. Nowadays, products are becoming more
complex, however, they still need to maintain their quality
and reduced lead time. One strategy that industries adopt
to overcome this challenge is to commission highly flexible
assembly systems that encompass sub-systems of different
functionalities [2]. While ensuring that the system is able to
satisfy the rapidly changing functional requirements, complexity increases as more components and more interfaces
are introduced to the system at both hardware and software
levels [9]. This leads to not only huge inefficiencies in system
design and re-configuration stages but also bottlenecks in
shop floor decision-making under disruptive events such as
machine failures [10]. As complexity increases, assembly
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systems become less responsive to change and harder to
manage and control [5]. Thus, evaluating the root causes
of complexity at early design stages becomes an imperative
implementation to design and build systems that are diagnosable, predictable and productive. These traits translate
directly into reduced costs due to ease of maintenance, foresight and efficient use of resources.
One of the main complexity drivers, product variety, necessitates a higher degree of flexibility for handling components
due to the variations in the technical and functional aspects of
products such as: shape, size, and configuration. This results
in higher uncertainty and costs due to the new or modified
equipment that must accommodate the product variety and
floor space requirements. This, in turn, reduces the efficiency
of the facility and results in line balancing problems. Moreover, almost one-third of a manufacturing enterprise’s human
workforce is employed in assembly and related activities [27].
The uncertainty created by product variety is attributed to the
complexity of tasks that operators need to carry out which,
if not designed correctly, can reach the cognitive and physical limits of humans [3]. Therefore, designing products by
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taking ease of assembly into consideration can help to reduce
assembly time/difficulty and defect rates, especially in high
variety assembly systems [26].
In this paper, a systemic approach has been proposed to
assess assembly complexity of manufacturing products in a
quantitative and repeatable manner. The approach defines
the complexity of product’s assembly operations as a combination of the complexity of product’s individual components, complexity of assembly liaisons, and complexity of
the product’s topological structure. Due to its comprehensive
complexity definition, the approach allows designers to better
track the possible root causes of assembly complexity arising
due to the product’s inherent structure than the approaches
proposed in the literature. Also, the approach supports assembly operations which can be done either manually or by an
automatic assembly system.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Complexity is a major research area in various scientific disciplines including; physics, biology, and the social sciences.
Numerous studies have been carried out in an attempt to
define the nature of complexity and characterise it, however,
a universal, precise and widely accepted terminology has not
been achieved yet [4]. Various discussions about complexity
are focused on the basic notion of difficulty [19]. There is
also an emphasis on the subjective nature of complexity being
dependent on the system being considered and the view of the
human spectator [14].
Complexity has a strong positive correlation with difficulty; as the system becomes more complex, the more difficult it is to develop, maintain, and use, the more complicated
a task, the costly and error prone it is [24]. In addition to
the requirements of a large amount of time for designing
and integrating components, complex systems have intricate
topologies or patterns which may result in reduced productivity and increased failure rates during their design and
development stages [31]. One way of preventing mistakes,
in the context of system development, is to assess and reduce
complexity without compromising functional requirements
and performance targets as much as possible [29]. According
to McCabe [20], assessing the complexity of a design is vital
with regard to predicting the cost and time essential to realise
the design. Assessment of complexity also makes it visible
whether the current state of the design is comprehensible for
humans [31].
In the literature, complexity of an assembly is mainly
studied either by analysis of the product to be assembled or
the process sequence for the assembly [1]. The models solely
based on the physical attributes of the parts are primarily
influenced by approaches, by which products are designed
with ease of assembly in mind, such as; Design for Assembly
and Manufacture (DFMA) [6], the Lucas Method [8] and the
Hitachi Assembly Evaluation Method (AEM) [21]. Although
these approaches have varied methodologies, the outcomes
are similar i.e. reduction in part numbers, optimising part
handling and insertion attributes, and penalising inefficient
990

designs, etc. [1]. These approaches are not intended to examine assembly complexity, instead they attempt to enhance
the product design according to the empirically verified
data.
Based on an empirical study focusing on assembly deficiencies of semiconductor assembly, Hinckley [15] found
that the assembly defect rate per assembled unit is positively
linked to the total assembly time. His assembly complexity
factor based on the Westinghouse DFA worksheet suggests
a theoretical time required to assemble a product. However,
this approach requires actual production data (i.e. the incidence of defects that occurred in the plant) and does not
consider the assembly design factors which are required to
evaluate the defect rates for a particular assembly station.
Shibata et al. [28] extended Hinckley’s methodology and
proposed an upgraded model by combining process and
design based complexity factors. In Shibata’s methodology,
the process-based complexity factor is a function of the number of job elements in the workstation, an arbitrary threshold
assembly time and time spent on individual job elements
which is calculated based on the method of Sony Standard
Time (SST). Design complexity factor, on the other hand,
is defined as a ratio between a subjective calibration coefficient and ease of assembly results of corresponding workstations, which is calculated through the Design for assembly/
disassembly Cost-effectiveness (DAC). Su et al. [33]
proposed a modified Shibata’s methodology which is valid
for a copier assembly to predict human induced assembly
errors. Although these models provide a robust assessment of
assembly complexity, the design complexity criteria and time
estimation methodologies used in these prediction models are
designed for individual assembly types.
ElMaraghy and Urbanic [13] developed an ’operational
complexity index’, which is designed as a function of the
quantity and diversity of both product and process elements
and a relative complexity coefficient which is introduced to
capture their information content. The proposed approach
considers physical (i.e. temperature, cleanliness, envelope,
strength and dexterity) and cognitive elements (i.e. procedures, in-process relationships and performance issues)
to calculate the relative effort of each manufacturing task.
Samy and ElMaraghy [27] extended the initial approach by
adding DFA criteria to evaluate the assembly complexity of
individual product parts. Complexity indices are combined
to acquire an overall measure for total product assembly
complexity, including quantity and diversity of the parts.
Richardson et al. [25] proposed a practical model to predict
the difficulty of assembly of an object solely based on its
physical attributes. It considers the number of components,
symmetrical planes, fastenings, fastening points and novel
assembly to formulate an equation which was refined using
experiments in which the above-mentioned variables affect
the thinking time during assembly. However, the approach is
based on the data collected for a specific type of assembly,
therefore, requires further work to produce the definitive
model.
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In summary, the approaches found in the literature on
products’ assembly complexity either require real production
data or are designed for a specific application. Therefore,
a methodology allowing designers/engineers to systematically analyse the impacts of the product’s complexity on its
assemblability, while highlighting the potential root causes
of the design complexity, is necessary, especially for early
design-stages.
III. MODELLING PRODUCT’s ASSEMBLY COMPLEXITY

This section presents a systemic methodology which can be
used to support early design phases of assembly products,
where complexity of product’s assembly, and critical design
parameters can be identified, verified and optimised.
A. HUCKEL’s MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY

The approach presented in this paper is based on Huckel’s
molecular orbital theory [16] which aims to analyse configuration energy of π electrons in conjugated hydrocarbon
systems. In Huckel’s model, the configuration energy of
atomic orbitals is expressed as a function of i) self-energy
of the individual atoms in isolation, ii) interaction energy
between interconnecting atoms, and iii) the effects of the
molecular system topology. In here, the configuration energy
outlines the distinctive ability of the interacting system to
respond to its surroundings and higher values show an
increasing effort required to develop/manage the system [29].
The Huckel’s molecular orbital theory is chiefly introduced
to engineering domain by [30], to analyse complexity of
cyber-physical systems. In their research, they have argued
that any engineering system can be represented by a number
of components that are connected to each other in varying
ways, where each component can be thought of as an atom
and the interfaces between them as inter-atomic interactions
(i.e. chemical bonds). In this analogy, complexity C associated with the system’s inherent structure is defined as below.
C = C1 + C2 C3

(1)

In here, the first term C1 symbolises the sum of complexities
of individual system components, which are designated by αi :
C1 =

N
X

αi

(2)

i=1

where N is number of components. This term indicates
the technical/ergonomical difficulty/effort associated with
the development and management of the component in an
isolated condition, and does not require system’s architectural
information.
The second term C2 represents the sum of complexities of
each pair-wise interaction, which is defined as βij ,
C2 =

N X
N
X
i=1 j=1
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βij Aij

(3)

FIGURE 1. Elements of the overall complexity metric.

where Aij defines the binary adjacency matrix representing
the connectivity structure of the system:
(
1 if there is a connection between i and j
Aij =
(4)
0 otherwise
Similarly, the term C2 indicates the technical/ergonomical
difficulty/effort associated with the development and
management of each pair-wise interaction, and requires
knowledge about the inherent nature of each interface as well
as the overall system architecture.
The last term, C3 is a global measure that encapsulates the
inherent arrangement of connections and is calculated by the
graph energy EA (see [22]).
EA
(5)
N
Notice that, the term C3 requires knowledge of the complete
system architecture, and in this sense, contrary to the previous
terms, signifies a global effect whose influence could be
perceived during the system integration phase [29]. Therefore, the term C2 C3 can be referred as a general indicator
of system integration effort. In summary, the analogy defines
structural complexity of a system (A) in a functional form as
follows:
C3 =

C=

N
X
i=1

N X
N
X
EA
αi + (
βij Aij )( )
N

(6)

i=1 j=1

Figure 1 shows the constituent elements of the complexity
metric.
B. ADAPTATION OF HUCKEL’s THEOREM TO
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT ASSEMBLY

The structure of an assembly product is composed of
a set of components and liaisons. Components include:
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i) essential components, ii) quasi-components and iii) virtual
components. Essential components can be individual parts or
sub-assemblies that behave as a single unit. Quasicomponents are used to connect two essential components.
These components include threaded (e.g. screws, bolts, nuts,
etc.) and non-threaded mechanical fasteners (e.g. snap fits,
rivets, etc.). Virtual components, on the other hand, are used
to represent non-mechanical fasteners, such as: soldered/
welded and glued joints. Liaisons are the interactions that
physically attach two components to restraint the motion
between them [18]. In general, an assembly task is performed
to set up these interactions in sequential order to assemble the
final product.
The structure of an assembly product can be represented
in multiple ways. One of these, known as liaison diagram,
graphically visualises the complete product structure using
a non-directed graph. In this representation, components are
expressed by nodes, and liaisons are defined by edges. Based
on the selected level of detail, liaison diagrams can be illustrated in three different forms: i) extended form, ii) reduced
form and iii) minimal form [34].
Figure 2 shows an assembly product with five components
of which, A and B are connected by snap-fitting, B and C are
connected with a screw E, and C and A are connected by a
weld joint D. The extended liaison diagram includes all components, while the reduced form of the liaison diagram representing the product structure more briefly by hiding virtual
components and using dashed lines for quasi-components.
The minimal form represents the product structure in a more
compact way by only including essential components and the
direct connections between them in the diagram. This form is
the simplest way while keeping the information concerning
the essential components visible.

Diagonal elements of ASM are always zero. As an example,
the ASM for the extended form of the above-mentioned
example is given below.
0
1
[ASM ] = 1
1
0

1
0
1
0
1

1
1
0
1
1

1
0
1
0
0

0
1
1
0
0

(8)

In this research, an assembly product is thought as a standalone system consisting of a number of components handled
and inserted by either human operators or assembly machines
in sequential order to form the product. In here, it is hypothesized that the assemblability of the product is linked to its
structural complexity, therefore, any reduction in the complexity without compromising product’s functionality will
enhance the quality of the assembly and reduce associated
costs. By adapting the Huckel’s approach presented in the
previous section, the assembly complexity of manufacturing
products C p is defined as follows:
p

p

p

C p = C1 + C2 C3
p

p

(9)

p

where C1 , C2 , C3 represent component, liaison and topological complexity of the product, respectively. This section
discusses the rationale behind the estimation of the various
elements of the product complexity metric.
p

1) COMPLEXITY OF PRODUCT COMPONENTS, C1

Components complexity C1 represents the sum of complexities of individual system components. In case of an assembly
p
product, this term is labelled as C1 and calculated as follows:
p

C1 =

Np
X

p

αi

(10)

i=1
p

FIGURE 2. Representation of assembly products, a) product structure,
b) extended liaison diagram c) reduced liaison diagram d ) minimal
liaison diagram (adapted from [34]).

The assembly product structure can also be represented
by the assembly structure matrix (ASM) [34]. Unlike
design structure matrix (DSM) which visualises dependencies between system components (e.g. structural connections,
information exchange, material and energy transfers, etc.),
ASM approach only depicts liaison connections (i.e. how
components are joined together). The ASM is a N -by-N
symmetrical matrix, where each element of the matrix designates the existence of an assembly liaison between two
components:
(
1 liaison exists between i and j
[ASM ]ij =
(7)
0 otherwise
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where αi represents the complexity of the product component i, and Np defines the total number of components
(excluding virtual components) forming the product. In this
context, complexity of a product component is defined
as the ergonomical/technical difficulty to interact with the
component, and measured based on the degree to which the
component has physical characteristics that result in difficulties or problems during its handling during manual and
automatic assembly operations. In this research, handling difficulty of assembly components is estimated using a methodology derived from the Lucas Method [8] (Table 1). The
Lucas Method is a point scale product design analysis method
which provides a relative measure of difficulty of both manufacturing and assembly operations. In the approach, issues
regarding the handling of assembly components are evaluated by the handling index. This index indicates the average
handling difficulty of components and it is calculated based
on the physical factors of size, weight, handling difficulties
and orientation. In this study, the normalised handling index
VOLUME 6, 2018
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TABLE 1. Complexity of part handling attributes fh (adapted from [8]).

p

is used to define the complexity of product components αi :
P B B
C
D
fhA + N
p
1 fh + fh + fh
(11)
αi =
p
αmax
p

where αi is the complexity of ith component, NB is the
p
number of applicable handling difficulties, and αmax is the
theoretical maximum value for the handling index (6.9).
p
A high value of αi indicates an increased handling difficulty
for the corresponding component. Since component comp
plexity C1 is a cumulative score, eliminating non-essential
components and designing for ease of handling will reduce
product’s cumulative component complexity.

attributes that affect the fitting difficulty. These attributes
include: the direction of the fitting, insertion type, visibility, etc., and is given in Table 2. complexity of establishing
a liaison is calculated as follows:
ffE + ffF + ffG + ffH + ffI + ffJ + ffK
p
βij =
(14)
p
βmax
p

where βmax is the theoretical maximum value for the fitting
p
index (12.4). Note that, high βij scores indicate an increase in
difficulty/effort to achieve the corresponding liaison, which
may be eliminated by reducing part insertion difficulties
(e.g. use of self-secured connections, designing parts with self
alignment, increasing visibility, etc.).

p

2) COMPLEXITY OF ASSEMBLY LIAISONS, C2

p

p

The complexity of liaisons C2 is the sum of the complexities
of pair-wise connections that exist in the product structure.
In this study, we only consider connections between essential
p
components as liaisons. Therefore, the calculation of C2 is
carried out by only considering the minimal form of the product’s ASM. By adapting the presented complexity modelling
framework, the liaison complexity can be defined as follows:
Ne Ne

p
C2

=

p
p
X
X

p

βij ASMijminimal

(12)

i=1 j=1

(
1
[ASM ]ij =
0

if there is a connection between i and j
otherwise
(13)

where Npe is the number of essential components. Complexity
in achieving a liaison between essential components i and j
p
(βij ) can be expressed by the relationships between the linked
components and the nature of the connection. In this study, we
adapted the normalised fitting index from the Lucas Method
p
to assess individual βij values. The fitting index predicts the
difficulty of an assembly fitting by penalising the physical
VOLUME 6, 2018

3) COMPLEXITY OF THE PRODUCT’s TOPOLOGY, C3

The architectural pattern of a product results in the topological complexity associated with the interactions between components and relies on the combinatorial nature of the system’s
interconnectivity [17]. By following the definition proposed
by [29], topological complexity is expressed as the matrix or
graph energy E (see [22]), which is designated by the sum of
singular values σi of the minimal assembly structure matrix
EASM minimal of the product under consideration.
p

C3 =

EASM minimal
Npe

(15)

Ne

EASM minimal =

p
X

σi

(16)

i=1

This metric outlines the nominal effective dimension
entrenched within the connectivity pattern [29]. According to Sinha [29], topological complexity increases as
the system’s structure shifts from centralised architectures
to more distributed architectures. Furthermore, topological
complexity is divided into three regions: C3 < 1 hypoenergetic (centralised architecture), 1 ≤ C3 < 2 transitional
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TABLE 2. Complexity of part fitting attributes ff (adapted from [8]).

(hierarchical/layered architecture), and C3 ≥ 2 hyperenergetic (distributed architecture) [29]. In a practical manner, topological complexity indicates the ’intricateness’ of
structural dependency among assembly components [32].
p
Topological complexity C3 allows us to differentiate the
product structures with similar component and liaison complexities, and to better predict the integration effort.
IV. INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDIES

The combination of the above-mentioned complexity
elements allows us to comprehend how the structural characteristics of a product impact the complexity of its assembly
process. This section presents the demonstration of the proposed metric on real engineering products.
A. PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD (PCB) PRESSURE
RECORDER DEVICE

The case presented in this section is of the manual assembly
of a pressure recorder device. The example is taken from
the DFA handbook [7]. Figure 3 shows the original design
of the pressure recorder assembly and its liaison diagram.
The assembly consists of six essential and eleven quasicomponents, and eight liaisons. The analysis results of component and liaison complexities are shown in Table 3 and
Table 4, respectively. Complexity of the product’s topology
is recorded as 1.396 indicating a hierarchical architecture.
According to the results, the overall complexity of the product’s assembly C p is calculated as 7.776.
As a next step, the original pressure recorder is re-designed
based on the design for serviceability (DFS) principles
(see [12]), as it is shown in Figure 4. In the improved
design, the component number eleven of the initial design
is completely removed, as it is tightly coupled with
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FIGURE 3. Initial design of the pressure recorder device and its liaison
p
diagram C p = 7.776 C3 = 1.210. (Product schematic is taken from [7].)

the remaining structure, and the component structure is
re-arranged to accommodate the fewest possible number
of quasi-components. Tables 5 and 6 show the component and liaison complexities of the improved pressure
recorder design, respectively. The topological complexity of
the new design is noted as 1. These values indicate that
the improved design has 63.2% reduction in the overall
product complexity when compared to the original design
(from 7.776 to 2.864).
Figure 5 shows the graphical comparison between complexity scores of the analysed pressure recorder designs. The
presented complexity model indicates that the C p score of initial design is 63.2% higher than that of the improved design.
Since, the improved design uses only three quasi-components
and a snap-fit, the liaison complexity is reduced by 60.3%.
Moreover, the contribution of component complexities has
VOLUME 6, 2018
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TABLE 3. Calculation of component complexities - original pressure recorder design.

TABLE 5. Calculation of component complexities - improved pressure
recorder design.

TABLE 6. Calculation of liaison complexities - improved pressure
recorder design.
FIGURE 4. Redesign of the pressure recorder device and its liaison
p
diagram C p = 2.864 C3 = 1.000. (Product schematic is taken from [7].)

TABLE 4. Calculation of liaison complexities - original pressure recorder
design.

functional requirements. The results demonstrate that the
proposed approach has accurately highlighted the effects of
design improvements on assembly complexity in an explicit
fashion.
B. THREE-PIN ELECTRIC POWER PLUGS

been reduced by 57.3% in the improved version through
the elimination of non-essential fasteners. Additionally, the
improved version also indicates a 17.4% reduction in the
topological complexity score. As expected, the changes to
the design have enhanced the handling and fitting attributes
of the components, while increasing simplicity in the product’s assembly topology. This reduces the excess complexity
which is the difference between actual product complexity
and the essential complexity that is the non-measurable basic
level of complexity required by the product to satisfy its
VOLUME 6, 2018

The second case is taken from [27], and is of the manual
assembly of four three-pin power plugs (Figure 6) which
are members of a product family. The variants consist of a
number of similar components including the cord grip, fuse,
fuse clip, pins, etc., and are handled by the same fixture as
the four plug variants have identical base designs. The main
difference between the variants is that the variants 1 and 2 use
a direct screw to assemble the base and the cover components
together, while the variants 3 and 4 use snap-fits to realise
this connection. Moreover, the screw connecting the base
995
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TABLE 7. Calculation of product assembly complexities - All variants.

FIGURE 7. Liaison diagram of the three-pin plug variants, left: Plugs one
p
and two, right: Plugs three and four, C3 = 0.847.

FIGURE 5. Comparison between complexities of initial and improved
pressure recorder designs. (Please note that, the value of essential
complexity is arbitrarily selected.)

FIGURE 6. Four variations of a three-pin power plug assembly (Product
schematic is taken from [27].)

and cover components is inserted from below in the first
variant and from above in the second variant. In this section,
assembly complexities of these variants are analysed to test
the sensitivity of the proposed approach and the results are
compared against the results found on the literature.
996

Topological complexity of the product is recorded as 0.847
for all variants (Figure 7). This value highlights that the
product has a centralised architecture. All plugs are analysed,
and overall product assembly complexities are calculated as
shown in Table 7. According to the results, the plug variant
one is found as the most complex design. Tables 8 and 9
show the component and liaisons complexity results of the
plug variant one. Figure 8 illustrates the product complexity
results for all variants. Even though the differences between
complexity scores are very small, these differences are still
traceable. The variant one has a higher cumulative component
complexity (2.739) than the other three plugs, as its base
and cover have more asymmetric shapes. On the other hand,
the plug variants one and two require an additional screw to
complete the liaison one, which slightly increases their cumulative component complexity scores. Moreover, it has been
recorded that the variants one and two have higher cumulative
liaison complexity scores than the variants three and four, as
they use mechanical fastening method instead of snap-fits to
achieve liaison one. This shows that the effects of changing
structural attributes on the product assembly complexity are
successfully tracked using the proposed approach.
The calculated complexity results are also compared with
the estimations proposed by [27] for same product variants (Table 10). In their study, complexity of assembly
VOLUME 6, 2018
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TABLE 8. Calculation of component complexities - Plug variant 1.

TABLE 9. Calculation of liaison complexities - Plug variant 1.

TABLE 10. Comparison between product complexity and total assembly
time.

FIGURE 9. Correlation between manual assembly time and product
complexity for three-pin power plug variants.

FIGURE 8. Product complexity result for all three-pin plug variants.

products is calculated using a heuristic methodology, in
which the complexity is defined as a combination of quantity, diversity and the content of the information. According
to the comparison, a similar trend has been observed in
the estimations proposed by the presented study and [27].
Figure 9 shows the correlation between the calculated product
assembly complexity and the approximate assembly times
derived from the DFMA analysis (the data is taken from [27]).
According to the results, a strong positive correlation is found
between the product assembly complexity calculated by the
proposed approach and assembly time of the variants derived
from the DFMA (see [6]) (R2 = 0.9918, a linear fit is used
under a 95% confidence interval, Assembly Time (sec) =
−51.20305 + 16.321635*Complexity). The results show that
assembly time increases with an increase in the complexity.
VOLUME 6, 2018

This is in consensus with the earlier hypothesis, and accordingly, the increased product complexity demands extra effort
from the operators, thereby increasing the assembly time.
V. CONCLUSION

Complexity of manufacturing products manifests itself in
various forms in different manufacturing systems. In a manual assembly system, complexity results in the increased
difficulty/effort to perform assembly, eventually leading to
defects and rework. On the other hand, automated assembly needs to be highly flexible to accommodate complex
products. Therefore, it is important to define, measure and
optimise the product’s assembly complexity in early design
stages, such that the time and effort needed in later stages of
the product life cycle can be reduced. In this paper, a systemic
approach to measure assembly complexity of manufacturing
products has been proposed that allows the designer to track
the root causes of complexity in the initial design stages.
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Accordingly, the component and liaison complexities are
measured along with the novel methodology to assess the
topological complexity of the product architecture. Moreover,
the approach is based on a scientifically validated empirical
model and tested on two assembly cases from electronics
industry. The results are in accordance with the proposed
hypothesis and the variation in the product assembly complexity for the different cases, based on the product design
is validated. The proposed approach solely depends upon
physical design information and thus, can be considered
as practical, especially for initial design stages, than the
approaches requiring real production data. The approach
can also be extended to include both process sequence and
workspace related elements, such as: the type of part presentation, tool changes, etc., for optimising products’ assembly
sequences. Although, the approach in its current state is
manually demanding, there is a huge opportunity to automate
the calculations by integration with virtual engineering and
design software to exploit the advantages of the approach.
Virtual engineering tools are producing vast amounts of data
(e.g. part and mating information, etc.) which, if streamlined
and integrated, can be used as an input to the presented
complexity model to realise concurrent design evaluation of
industrial products during their virtual design phases. This,
in turn, can reduce measurement efforts of the approach, and
improve decision-making flexibility.
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